In this paper ， we combine fuzzy topological structures with algebraic structures on X ， and investigate their corresponding structures and properties．In the section 3，the relationship between fuzzy topological structure and increasing(decreasing) fuzzy syntopogenous structure is studied ． In the section 4 the definition of continuity of a preordered L-fuzzy syntopogenous space
Introduction
In [39] A·Csaszar introduced the concept of a syntopogenous structure to develop a unified approach to the three main structures of set-theoretic-topology: topologies, uniformities and proximities. This enable him to evolve a theory including the foundations of the three classical theories of topological spaces,uniform spaces and proximity spaces.In the case of the fuzzy structures there are at least three notions of fuzzy syntopogenous structures. The first notion worked out in [4, 5, 6, 12] presents aunified approach to the theories of Chang fuzzy topological spaces [1] , Hutton fuzzy uniform spaces [2] and Liu fuzzy proximity spaces [7] . The second notion worked out in [36, 37] agree very well with Lowen fuzzy topological spaces [20] , Lowen-Hohle fuzzy uniform spaces [17, 21] and Artico-Moresco fuzzy proximity spaces [14] . The third notion worked out in [23] agree with the framework of a fuzzifying topology [25] [26] [27] [28] . In [29] , sostak introduced a new approach for a fuzzy topology as a fuzzy subset of the fuzzy powerset I X (i.e. a mapping τ : I X → I) satisfying certain axiom, the corresponding theory of fuzzy topological spaces containing Chang's approach as special, in a certain sense crisp case, was developed in a series of subsequent papers [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Based on the first notion of fuzzy syntopogenous structure the authors [9] established the general theory of syntopogenous structures on a completely distributive lattice and researched the unified question of cotopology，quasi-uniformity and T-structure．In [10] ，we combined fuzzy topological structure on X with algebraic structure on X，and investigated their corresponding structures and their properties. Concretely ， we studied the preorder relation generated by an L-fuzzy syntopogenous structure．Conversely we researched the L-fuzzy syntopogenous structure defined by a preorder relation．And the increasing (decreasing) Lfuzzy syntopogenous space with preorder were defined ， their properties were studied and an important example of an increasing L-fuzzy syntopogenous space ) , , ( ≤ R S R φ was given．In this paper ， we continue the research of [10] ． In the section 3，the relationship between fuzzy topological structures and increasing(decreasing)fuzzy syntopogenous structures is studied．In the section 4 the definition of continuity of a preordered L-fuzzy syntopogenous space ) , , ( ≤ S X and two examples are given．In the section 5 the equivalent depictions of continuity are researched ． In the section 6 the boundedness and its properties are discussed．In this paper we use notation,which is standard for the "fuzzy mexthematics", usually without explanation.
Preliminaries
In this paper，
always denotes a completely distributive lattice with order-reversing involution "′" ．Let O be the least element and 1 be the greatest one in L ． Suppose X is a nonempty(usual)set，an L-fuzzy set in X is a mapping
，and X L will denote the family of all L-fuzzy sets in X ． It is clear that
is a fuzzy lattice，which has the least element 0 and the greatest one 1 ，where 1 ) 
Topology and preorder
A preorder on X is a binary relation "≤" on X which is reflexive and transitive．A preorder on X which is also anti-symmetric is called a partial order or simply an order．By a preordered (resp．an ordered) set we mean a set with a preorder (resp．a partial order) on it． Definition 3.1.
be an Lfuzzy syntopogenous space, define a binary relation
．Then "≤"is a preorder on X，it is called the preorder generated by S on X． Lemma 3.2.
is an L-fuzzy biperfect topogenous structure ， and for any 
. 
Definition of continuity
A preordered (resp，an ordered) set ) , ( ≤ X on which there is a given L-fuzzy syntopogenous structure S is called a preordered (resp ， an ordered) L-fuzzy syntopogenous space，denoted by ) , , ( 
be a preordered L-fuzzy syntopogenous space，then the following conditions are equivalent ： (1) 
the topology generated by the subbase ．By the definition 6.1, we obtain the theorem．
